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[57] ABSTRACT

A projection color liquid crystal display (LCD) system
uses a large reflecting liquid crystal (LC) panel IS a
screen. The system includes three unicolor light sources
for emitting lights of the colors red, green and blue,
respectively, the light sources being disposed remote
from the screen; three light shutters for permitting the
red, green, and blue light beams to successively nnd
periodically pass to the screen; and three diffusing
lenses for diffusing the respective beam which is passing
to the screen. Each respective light shutter permits the
passage of a corresponding light beam. The color driv-
ing signal corresponding to the light beam from the
image controlling circuit is applied to the driver to
drive the LC panel. As a result, the red, green and blue
light beams are successively reflected from the reflec-

tion type LC panel according to the color driving sig—
nal. Since the reflecting frequency of successive three
color light beams is under 1/30 of a sec and, a person
who is looking at the front side of the screen recognizes
successive three color light beams as the compositecolor screen.

10 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets
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